Lotus Notes
Integrate your business tasks within a single, intuitive desktop client
IBM Lotus Notes is business communications software that brings together email, collaboration tools,
and business applications in an integrated desktop solution. With Lotus Notes, you get a reliable,
secure messaging and collaboration environment that boosts productivity and streamlines business
processes.
Solve your day-to-day business challenges with the advanced communications and collaborative
capabilities of Lotus Notes.
y

Powerful collaborative tools enable your teams to take action, create and share knowledge,
and get work done quickly.

y

A single, integrated interface helps you manage your important business tasks and improve
workflow efficiency.

y

The customizable dashboard allows you to view a breadth of information for faster decision
making.

y

The flexible, extensible platform provides application access through many different clients
and devices and allows you to create customizable desktop solutions.

Powerful collaborative tools
y

Increase efficiency with tools that facilitate action and collaboration. Start a chat with one click,
schedule meetings from your calendar, share bookmarks, and get automatic news feeds.

y

Tap into organizational knowledge and enhance global communications with seamless presence
awareness and instant messaging capabilities.

y

Empower the increasingly mobile workforce with easy access to email, calendars, contacts,
messages and documents.

y

Connect from your smartphone or any browser. Be productive wherever you are.

Single, integrated interface
y

Accelerate your business processes with multiple Lotus Notes desktop applications, accessible
from a single integrated interface.

y

Search, share, update, and validate information faster and more efficiently with documentdriven applications that enhance your business processes.

y

Utilize resources from the enterprise or beyond the firewall within your workflow, such as IBM
DB2 data servers or third-party SAP software.

Customizable dashboard
y

Get rid of cluttered desktops. Import a wide range of business data and get a comprehensive
view of that information from the customizable, easy-to-use dashboard.

y

Create, update, and access web-based blogs and discussion forums through the Lotus Notes
interface. No need to switch applications.

y

Customize Lotus Notes with extensions. Access widgets and launch applications through an
always-available sidebar.

Flexible, extensible platform
y

Boost IT performance with features that provide flexibility, scalability, security and choice
options, while reducing software and hardware costs.

y

Protect your data with security-rich features that define granular levels of access and encrypt
data sent over the network.

y

Choose from a wide variety of supported platforms, clients, and browsers. You aren’t locked in
to a specific vendor or architecture.

Trial software: Lotus Notes and Domino software
Evaluate Lotus Notes in your own environment. Try a full-featured trial version of Lotus Notes for a
limited time at no charge.
Brochure: IBM Lotus Notes and Lotus Domino software
Read this brochure for a description of the full capabilities of Lotus Notes.
Ebook: Gaining a Competitive Advantage with IBM Lotus Collaboration
Learn more about the power of collaboration and how smarter collaboration solutions can help you to
drive productivity.

